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Translational bioinformatics includes research on the devel-

opment of novel techniques for the integration of biological and clinical
data and the evolution of clinical informatics methodology to encompass
biological observations. In this way, the integration of information about
gene-related diseases with information about gene orthology would be
very helpful for clinical investigations.
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Methodology and Results

In this work, we address the semantic integration of genetic disorders information
provided by the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) [1] and the OGO
ontological repository of orthology-related information and knowledge [2], which
was recently developed by our research group.
First, the global domain ontology was obtained through the reuse of the
OGO ontology and its subsequent extension with the concepts, relations, properties and restrictions of the domain of genetic diseases. The inclusion of domain
knowledge of genetic diseases with domain knowledge of orthologous genes and
proteins allows the relations between individuals to be analyzed for translational
bioinformatics.
The genetic diseases information was integrated into the OGO repository
taking the relationships and restrictions of the domain into account in order
to dene the mapping rules. Thus, the information is properly categorized in
the ontology, allowing only the instantiation of the relationships dened in the
ontology and controlling the integration process by means of checking the dened
restrictions and properties of the domain.
A semantic query interface is provided in order to exploit the integrated
repository. This interface provides two query methods. One method allows to
query the repository by means of gene identication and to dene conditions in
the query like the organism and repository resource to look into. The retrieved
results contain the orthologous genes and its associated genetic diseases links.

Following these genetic diseases links more information about genetic diseases
can be retrieved.
The other method consists in searching by genetic diseases names; the result
contains the properties information dened in the ontology and the references to
related genetic diseases, the PubMed articles with information about them and
the genes references that are involved in the genetic diseases and provides links
to its orthologous genes information.
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Conclusions

As a result of this work the addition of genetic diseases knowledge domain in
the OGO ontology was obtained. Since the ontology contains the formal conceptualization of the orthology and genetic disease domain it is possible to share
the knowledge model and reuse it in other systems. Due to properties and restrictions, the domain ontology allows us to perform more complicated reasoning
than other formal knowledge representation. This integration associates semantically the genes that are involved in a human genetic disorder with those genes
that are orthologous to from other organisms, what can facilitate the labour of
researchers.
Using a global ontology that cover the domain of the information resources
facilitates the integration process and reduces information heterogeneity. The
semantic integration is performed by dening mapping rules that take into account the domain knowledge and facilitating the evaluation of the consistency
of the integrated repository.
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